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Addressing Hunger in America
An Interview with Claire Babineaux-Fontenot, Chief Executive Officer, Feeding America
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Claire Babineaux-Fontenot attends the grand opening of the new food bank in Puerto Rico

How do you define Feeding America’s
mission and purpose?
Feeding America exists to ensure that every
person in the United States, no matter where
they live, has equitable access to enough nutritious food for a healthy life. We understand that
achieving that mission will take more than the
conventional concept of food banking and it
will take more than just us. So, who are we?
Our network includes more than 200 food
banks, 21 statewide food bank associations, and
over 60,000 food pantries and meal programs,
serving all 50 states, Puerto Rico and the District
of Columbia. To be sure, getting food to people
who need it is core to what we do – from last
summer (2020) to this one (2021) our network
provided 6.6 billion meals to people facing
hunger. We did not stop there. We also recognize that while the food we provide meets
people’s immediate needs, it is critical that we
also address the factors that cause people to
experience food insecurity in the first place.
In partnership with food banks, policymakers, supporters, community partners and
people with lived experience of hunger, we also
support programs that prevent food waste and
improve food security among the people who
utilize food bank services, bring attention to the
social and systemic barriers that contribute to
food insecurity in our nation, and advocate for
legislation designed to provide the food access
that everyone needs and deserves.
Is there an effective understanding
today about the critical state of hunger in
America and what more can be done to
build a better understanding of this crisis?
The pandemic certainly raised awareness
of the existence of hunger in America. I doubt
that we will soon forget those lines of cars that
went on for miles, sometimes lined up for hours
before the distributions started, waiting for
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food. The lines included so many people who
never imagined being there, having suddenly
lost their jobs and turned to our network for
support. My concern is that the American public
will wrongly think all is well now. But the lines
have returned to the insides of buildings – the
most recent estimates from the USDA are that
38 million people are food insecure.
To heighten the awareness that the crisis
continues for so many and that tens of millions
of people in this country were living with food
insecurity before the pandemic will require partnerships. Trusted sources like yourselves will
need to continue to write and televise stories
about the ongoing challenges. We will need to
celebrate the successes when we have breakthroughs and “fail fast” and learn quickly when
something isn’t working.
A key and essential missing voice in this
work is that of people with lived experience of
hunger. They are our key partners and those who
are most impacted by our actions or inactions.
Imagine how catalytic it would be if they – nearly
40 million people with invaluable expertise – were
more actively engaged in this work alongside
charitable organizations, lawmakers, community
groups, schools, faith-based communities and
members of the general public who together truly
decide that hunger in our country is unacceptable. If all of those constituencies came together it
would have an amazing impact.
How has the work of Feeding America
evolved and will you provide an overview
of Feeding America’s initiatives?
The Feeding America network was established in the late 1970s as food banks started
operating across the country. In fact, our founder is
credited with creating the very first food bank. Our
network has grown to be the largest hunger-relief
organization in the country. The initial focus
was food rescue and food assistance. The food

banks of today have not forgotten – and in fact have
improved upon – that important aspect of what we
provide, and they have become so much more.
They are pillars in their communities, providing
food, nutrition assistance, benefits outreach and
even job skills training programs. Food banks are
a part of their communities, partnering with thousands of local nonprofits and reaching tens of
millions of people each year.
We know that we cannot be all things to
all people, but our access, infrastructure, credibility and resources uniquely position us to be
better partners than we have ever been. We
are doubling down in four key areas where we
believe doing so will result in positive, material
and sustainable change:
1. FEED – All people have reliable access to
a nutritious mix of food. We are engaging technology and other resources to more quickly,
more deeply and more equitably provide food
to our food-insecure neighbors.
2. NOURISH – All people facing hunger
have the support they need to make healthy
choices. We are increasing the nutritional values
of our offerings and providing nutrition training
that raises awareness of the impact of those new
choices on health and well-being, including
preparation training and recipes.
3. EMPOWER – All people facing hunger
have access to economic mobility pathways.
We provide job skills training and employment
pathways and support data-informed public
policies known to support economic mobility
and food security.
4. UNITE – People take action to end
hunger. We work to create bigger tables and
more chairs with people facing hunger at the
center and with a critical and influential
seat, joined by partners across the spectrum of
public, private and philanthropic partnerships
working toward our vision of an America where
no one is hungry.
Will you discuss the impact that
COVID-19 has placed on the issue of
hunger in America?
Tens of millions of people in our country
have long struggled with hunger. COVID-19 has
shone a bright light on the challenges that so
many face. It has also made clear just how
close many of us are to waiting in one of those
long lines. It made it easier for us to now ask:
What if all income earners, or even one, in my
home suddenly lost their job for reasons other
than a pandemic? What if I lost everything that I
earned in a hurricane, tornado or wildfire? What
if medical expenses outpaced my income? What
if I suddenly had no access to childcare, so I
couldn’t take that job that I really wanted or had to
leave one that I really love? These questions have
become easier to process with empathy because
of the pandemic. Maybe that newfound empathy
will be channeled into actions. The good news is
that we’ve seen so many more people do just that,
but there’s more work to be done.
How did Feeding America adapt the
way it works to address the challenges
caused by the pandemic and how proud
are you to see the resilience of your team
during this unprecedented time?
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Claire Babineaux-Fontenot volunteers in south Louisiana after Hurricane Ida

The Feeding America network has a long
history of rising to crises, like natural disasters, but
never in our history have we been called upon
to respond to such a widespread and enduring
crisis as this pandemic. I am unapologetic in my
pride for our network at the national offices, at
food banks and across our remarkable partner
organizations. We’ve collectively shown such
resilience and innovation. To stand in community
with people facing hunger despite the personal
risks from the very start of the pandemic to today,
after standing with them since the very first
food bank was created by our founder so many
decades ago, is something to behold. To do so,
when demand increases practically overnight by
70 percent, is something to laud and respect – I
know that I do.
Food banks adapted their operating models
almost overnight to provide a safe environment
for our volunteers, staff and our neighbors facing
hunger. Most noticeably, you saw drive-through
distributions, which were the most efficient and
safest ways to get food to people in need. Food
banks also piloted home-delivery programs to
drop off food boxes to seniors and families that
could not attend a food distribution. Many food
banks embraced technology as a way to reach
more neighbors in need, providing an online
ordering system where they could schedule a
pickup at a convenient time and location. You
will remember from my earlier response that
together, we distributed a record 6.6 billion meals
last fiscal year, the most we had ever distributed as a network. This unprecedented feat was
accomplished against unprecedented difficulties.
What do you see as the keys to effective
leadership and how do you describe your
leadership style?
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Others are the better arbiters of whether
my approach is effective, but I can certainly
speak to what I’m attempting to do and how I’m
attempting to do it. I suppose it can be summarized into:
1. Care – People are strikingly good at
sensing what other people believe in or, said
differently, they can tell when you are being
authentic.
Care for the People – Have you ever
met a person who was a people leader and
thought, “I don’t really think that he likes
people very much?” I know that I have.
When contemplating my own path to people
leadership, advising others who aspire to it
or deciding whether to promote or hire
someone into it, I ask that fundamental question, “do they care about people?” There will
be moments when things that are happening
in the lives of team members are and should
be more important to them than the work
assignments they’ve been given. If that’s
difficult for you to conceive or accommodate, don’t lead humans.
Care for the Work – It’s been my practice
to engage in work that I truly care about –
choosing an organization whose mission
speaks to you, as I have with Feeding America,
is only one way to do that. I’ve also found
authentic inspiration to work in companies
or disciplines because I had a unique opportunity to provide a diverse perspective or I
thought others with a passion for the area
would feel more confident in pursuing it
because I provided an example of someone
who was successful in the space and came
from a similar background (e.g., first generation high school/college/law school graduate,

woman in leadership, person of color in leadership, HBCU graduate in a position of influence, etc.).
2. Serve – How I define my job description has not changed since 1989 when I got my
first job. It is when I got “a clue” about how to
thrive in them. My longtime job description is to
lend whatever resources I have to the organization in which I have the privilege to serve. That
means that, while I am certainly not competent
to do every job, no job in my organization is
beneath me. Importantly, it also means that it is
my responsibility to serve the team and to adopt
an enterprise view.
3. Count – It has been said that “one
moves what one measures.” My experiences
have taught me that such is absolutely true.
I came to Feeding America from a role as a
finance executive. I’ve joined a team that is
purpose-driven and highly sophisticated
in finance. We’ve made a number of critically important decisions, a shift toward an
outcomes framework is chief among them. We
are holding ourselves accountable to be a part
of moving metrics that matter to the ultimate
arbiters of our success – people facing hunger.
We’ve mapped out a Vision, a Mission, a
Strategy, Priorities, Incentives and Dashboards
to monitor progress and decide when midcourse corrections are necessary.
Did you always know that you were
attracted to this type of work and that this
was your passion?
While my path may not always have been
clear to me, I believe that all of my experiences
led to this place. I am fortunate to have been
raised by parents who possessed an extraordinary capacity for love and generosity. Over the
course of their lives, they raised 108 children
who came into my family through biology,
foster care and adoption. Most of my brothers
and sisters became members of our family
after experiencing some form of neglect or
abuse, and most of them suffered from hunger.
Until they joined my great big family, that is. I
witnessed the restorative power that food had
on their bodies and spirits. In this role, I have
come full circle and returned to a cause that was
so familiar to me as a child.
How do you measure success of Feeding
America’s work and how important is it for
the organization to take moments to celebrate the wins?
Our success will be measured by our
partners who live with food insecurity and
the positive, sustained and tangible impact on
their lives. Success won’t come swiftly or easily
because there is no quick answer to a problem
as complex as hunger. It will be important for
us to celebrate the moments and milestones we
reach on our journey to an America where no
one is hungry.
My hope is that we build on the momentum
we’ve begun and the lessons we’ve learned
from the pandemic to meaningfully address
hunger in America. We have an awareness now,
and we have a desire, and I know that we have
the resources. If we can match up all three of
those, we’ll get to real, lasting solutions.
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